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Now About Those AP Party Volunteers 

“Starting something new and important can be a bit difficult and very exciting is at the same time.” 

 

From the very start please know that my fellow citizens of any age that decide to act in support of their 

respective AP Party Chapter have my deepest personal thanks. Your combined efforts are the only thing 

that will make this grassroots movement grow into a viable and permanent Independent political party 

and resurrect our ailing Democratic political system for the Common Good of us all.  

As stated above this document will be updated as required to provide our volunteers and the plain curious 

with details about the volunteer needs within the 436 AP Party Chapters and those unique to the Central 

Chapter group.  For now all positions will be unpaid, but as the Chapters develop and mature, and their 

funding grows some will undoubtedly be paid. Remember this effort will build into a true and viable, 

third, national political party, not a single election experience!   

I will include a few special positions required for the Central Chapter.  It is of course one of the first 

Chapters to be formed and is a working model for the other 435 (don’t forget DC) to replicate.  Most 

Chapter volunteer positions will be duplicated in some form in every US District Chapter across our 

country. With each functional title there will be description and/or purpose provided in varying levels of 

detail.   

Volunteers with and without prior political experience will be needed.  It is not a requirement though so 

don’t let it stop you if this is all new to you. It is new for me!   

Most importantly, anyone with such experience must leave any hard Democratic and Republican platform 

opinions must leave them at home. Ours is a true Independent platform and will not be pulled Left or 

Right.  Period.   

o     o     o     o 

 

AP Party Chapter Functions to be Staffed 

Of course, in the start-up phase of every Chapter the first volunteers will wear many hats, but has staffing 

increases the following functional areas and others to be identified will need to be supported and have 

their own agendas.  Please refer to this blog’s posting of June 22, 2013 – The Second Coming of Common 

Sense – Our Electoral Revolution 2013/2014 and its second link Nine Prudent Questions and Practical 

Answers and specially Question #9. It goes into considerable detail about starting up a Chapter and the 

various Committees that are recommended to build it with. That entire posting is a “must read” for 

potential volunteers.  

 

Administrative Staff 

The vital, working core of any successful organization. These folks are needed to put the whole Chapter 

process in motion and keep it going. They will cover the various email streams into the AP Party, the 

phone(s), plan events, interface with the Press and other media questions, and so on. Making the operation 

run.   
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They will be the initial group of involved women and men that create each Chapter and in the case of the 

Central Chapter will establish many procedures, forms, bulletins, etc., many of which will be used in all 

of the other 435 AP Party Chapters to follow. They will be busy folks!  

 

Communications and Social Media Team 

They will of course focus on spreading the word to the general public about the AP Party, their US 

District Chapter, and the Independent political platform across their US District and beyond.  The first 

Chapters in a given state will promote the establishment of others in the state and connect with Chapters 

in states across the nation through their network of family, friends, and co-workers.    

Of course, each Chapter will create its own Twitter, Facebook, etc., accounts and any Internet site(s) as 

they choose to post and distribute information about the Chapter events, the AP Party and its platform, 

and in time about their candidate(s).  

Out of this team will come the Chapter’s “Public Information Spokesman”.  I expect each Chapter to fill 

such a public position.  That person will become the public and Press face for each Chapter. And in the 

Central Chapter will become the Spokesperson for the AP Party itself.    

 

Video and Internet Show Team 

In the Central Chapter this group will be critical in getting the initial AP Party message out across the 

Internet to the frustrated American Electorate.  This team should work closely with the Communications 

and Social Media Team.  

My expectation is that this will be a very active team, especially in the Central Chapter. They will be 

producing video on the various platform proposals and interviews with the public for their opinion on the 

party and platform proposals.  

I plan to have them develop and produce a weekly (at least) Internet broadcast that I would host with 

various Chapter members and quests discussing current news items and the platform proposals. I have 

great hopes for this Internet broadcast getting the attention of the general public.   

 

Candidate(s) Selection Committee   

They will work to identify potential candidates for their US Representative’s seat in the House and one 

(1) Senator if their state is one (1) of the 33 that have a US Senate seat one up for election in 2014.  I 

believe that potential Chapter candidates and their group of supporters will be the ones that actually start-

up many of the Chapters across the nation.   

In helping to create a given Chapter they will be demonstrating their organizational and leadership 

abilities to the group.  Even so, those persons will be just one (1) of the people that the Candidate 

Selection Committee will consider when preparing the given Chapter’s list of potential candidates.  

Eventually, a full Chapter vote will be conducted to formally select their US Representative and/or Senate 

candidate(s).  
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Proposal Specialists and/or National Spokespersons 

For the right persons these positions could be the public activist opportunities of their lifetime.  

This will be a grand opportunity for those that want to take an existing public problem (maybe their 

favorite) and become the party’s subject matter area expert on it and/or a public spokesperson for the 

issue. These will primarily be Central Chapter initiated assignments since they are directly tied to the AP 

Party’s problem solving platform.  

The written base platform of the AP Party was published in February 2008 in my book, The Second 

Coming of Common Sense (CS2) under the heading “An American Agenda”. It presents 27 problem-

solving proposals. A few more have been added since then and are documented on the Party’s primary 

website, ouriapp.typepad.com. Other proposals are being developed!   

As a bit of a teaser here are a few of the 27 proposal titles from the Table of Contents of CS2 with 

proposal number and page number shown.  

 

1 Presidential and U.S. Representative Term Amendments .......... 117 

2 Voting Day Reform – Access to the Polls ................................... 121 

3 Eligible Voter Reform ................................................................. 124 

6 English as First and Only Language ........................................... 157 

8 National Drug Reform (Controlling the Hard Drug  

  Industry) ............................................................................ 189 

10 Zero Tolerance for Free-Will Crime by All People .................... 235 

15 Education – The “Final Answer” for Many Students 

  and Adults ......................................................................... 260 

16 Physical Fitness for Our Children ............................................... 268 

18 Re-Cycling as a Major Industry .................................................. 326 

19 Hemp Industry – The Truth for a Change ................................... 330 

20 Domestic Cannabis Industry ....................................................... 334 

22 Health Care Insurance for ALL Americans ................................ 376 

Did any of those quicken your pulse?  And there are more of course.   

 

These spokespersons will drive the AP Party’s issue based campaign approach to the public. Although I 

will be addressing the platform issues with Press and the public, these spokespersons will become 

nationally known figures and experts on these legislative proposals.  They will represent and speak for the 

Common Good on major public problems and how the AP Party candidates will aggressively confront 

those problems for the direct benefit of our citizens, our society, the economy, and the environment, as 
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applicable.  Not for the lobbyists of the Few and Big Industries that the current members of Congress 

represent so well!    

And let me add what I hope well be a rather “informative” note. As a political party, our 

congressional candidates and spokespersons can directly challenge the members of Congress of 

their lack of action, actual voting history, and the sources of their biggest campaign donations!  

That is unlike the multitude of 501(c)3 groups that we donate money to (and get a tax deduction) 

so they will lobby the Congress for us on a given issue.  However, did you know that “by law” 

such groups cannot give any member of the House or Senate any form of public grief? They can 

provide the public with information of the given issue.  They can hold fund raisers for members 

of Congress and promote their (your) position on a given issue.   

BUT, if they cross the line and dare to “bother” a member of Congress, their organization can be 

stripped of its non-profit donation IRS status and be forced to return money raised. Congress 

nicely wrote that into the non-profit law to protect themselves for being bothered or embarrassed 

by The People!  I was surprised when I first learned that little detail myself…  

Thus, our congressional candidates and spokespersons can directly challenge the members of 

Congress and that is another thing that will make for a great 2014 Congressional Campaign 

experience for the public. And a true 3-Party Political System will be born in America.   

 

State Ballot and Senate Recall Requirements Committee   

This important committee will document and carefully verify the state’s Ballot Qualification 

Requirements e.g., number of petition signatures, filing deadlines, etc., for the US Representative and US 

Senator.  I have actually done this research before for all 50 states!  Those detailed charts for prior 

elections are posted on the AP Party website. The research is a bit tedious, but usually takes only a day or 

so to complete. Sometimes only hours, but most be exact and followed to the letter.  

They will also, in the few states where it applies, start the process of documenting the Recall 

Requirements for US Senator in their state. If allowed it is far more detailed and legalistic.    

 

Fundraisers 

Note: Of course AP Party fundraiser will be a paid position from the start. Professional fundraisers are 

paid a commission on each donation they can attract.  And if you want to try your hand at fundraising, 

you will be paid for it!  

Yes, money is needed to make the wheels go round. However, the politically Independent AP Party, its 

citizen-oriented problem-solving platform, and 468 women candidates for the US Congress should be the 

political fund-raising opportunity of a life time!   

The start-up costs will be modest even for the AP Party’s Central Chapter.  However, dollars are needed 

to build a viable and on-going national political party. I do believe the more the American public learns 

about the AP Party, donations will not be a problem for each Chapter and the Central Chapter.  

Consider that our 468 candidates will not need millions of dollars each to run against 468 Congressional 

incumbents. Because our national grassroots campaign will have 468 candidates running the same 
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campaign to replace 87% of a failed Congress, install a citizen-oriented Independent third political party 

in Congress, and implement its aggressive problem-solving platform. We will not need 468 times x-

millions of dollars for our AP Party candidates to compete. We need 468 politically Independent women 

candidates, to earn the trust of the frustrated American Electorate, and not even 45,000,000 votes.  The 

old political machine of the 2-Partys will not be able to stop it. Period!  

 

So you fundraisers get out there and get those donations coming in!   

 

Voter Registration and Personal ID Committee   

This is Democracy and true public service in action.   

This is where the Chapter’s volunteers can come to the aid of the Electoral process that is currently under 

attack by mostly Republican operatives working deviously to decrease voter turnout by making it harder 

for some of our fellow American citizens to vote.  You have probably heard that in some states, cities, and 

counties the requirements for “proper id” is being “played with”. It is being done supposedly to stop voter 

fraud which is all but non-existent!  There are plenty of examples on the web.  Check out “Rock the 

Vote” Internet site. 

This public service effort is two-fold. First, the Chapters will verify the Voter Registration Cut-off Date in 

their state and publicize it. We can then offer local people help with transportation to their near-by voter 

registration office.  One of the best places is the Department of Motor Vehicles or whatever it is called in 

your state. It is quick and often has a separate line!!   

Second, many thousands of citizens are registered, but do not have a current ID and will be helped with 

transport to obtain such.  That effort can go on right up until the day before the November 4, 2014 

Congressional Election. It will allow many more People to vote in spite of efforts of those that are playing 

their anti-Democratic games to exclude.  Take that!      

 

Central Chapter National Coordinators 

These volunteers will have the tedious task of managing the growth of the national network of 436 AP 

Party US District Chapters. They will work closely with the Communications and Media teams for the 

national outreach this effort requires. Of course once the first few Chapters are in operation the word of 

this effort will spread and once its hits the evening news things will progress very rapidly.  

 

For Overall Perspective 

Consider that it took Occupy Wall Street (OWS) just 90 days to go worldwide thanks to the Internet and 

concerned volunteers just like You!  

It is also important to understand that OWS movement did not succeed to nearly to extent it could have 

and after only one (1) year was all but gone from national news. That was due primarily to two (2) 

problems they brought upon themselves.  First, they prided themselves on not having any central 
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leadership for the public to recognize and speak for the movement. The AP Party has that in yours truly 

and will soon have 468 faces for each Chapter to relate to and ask questions of.  

The second OWS issue was that other than the “1% vs 99%” mantra that was absolutely right on target, 

they did not have a platform of issues the public could consider supporting. Again, We have that nailed in 

the early 2008, 718-page book called, The Second Coming of Common Sense (CS2).  It includes “An 

American Agenda” with 27 detailed, problem-solution proposals. It contains publicly acceptable social 

and economic reform concepts the American Electorate will embrace. Other proposals have and are being 

developed and all of this is posted for FREE download of the AP Party Internet site, 

OurIApp.typepad.com.  

 

By the way OurIApp stands for Our Independent American Peasant Party because that is exactly what it 

is.   

So that is all for now.   

 

Take care,  

A J Wildman 

 

o     o     o     o 

 


